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Abstract— With the rising importance of power consumption in battery-powered devices, approximate computing techniques have emerged as a promising approach to strike a balance between exact computation and power savings, leading to improved delays. This paper investigates the combination of near-threshold operation and approximate adders to design power-efficient multipliers. We analyzed four multiplier architectures using 16 nm low-power and high-performance models. At the transistor level, three strategies for approximate full adders are explored, focusing on both partial product reduction and the final addition stage of the multipliers. Eleven test cases are thoroughly evaluated to identify the most suitable approximate circuit, considering the trade-offs among power, performance, and accuracy. The obtained results demonstrate a substantial reduction in power consumption at near-threshold operation. The replacement of exact full adders with the approximate copy strategy in the least significant bits of the multipliers leads to a reduction of up to 34.4% in power consumption and 19.2% in delay. The design-space exploration carried out in this study provides valuable insights for designers to choose the best approximate multiplier based on specific design requirements.

Index Terms— Approximate computing; Multipliers; Energy efficiency; Low-power; Near-threshold voltage.

I. INTRODUCTION

Energy efficiency is a major challenge for current computer systems as the amount of data to process is increasing. Different approaches for reducing power consumption have a trade-off relationship with performance. One of the techniques to overcome this problem is Approximate Computing (AxC). Approximate Computing is an emerging trend in digital systems design, relaxing the requirement of exact computation to achieve improvements in power, area, and speed [1]. AxC can be applied in several error-tolerant applications, such as image and video processing, Internet of Things (IoT), and computer vision [2].

Arithmetic operations are widely used and play an important role in digital systems. Particularly, Digital Signal Processing (DSP) algorithms rely on the efficient implementation of multipliers to perform high speed calculations in digital filters and convolution operations [3]. Therefore, the design of approximate multipliers has gained significant attention as it profoundly impacts system performance and power characteristics [3].

Neural networks hold great potential across diverse applications, including advanced manufacturing and autonomous vehicles. However, their power consumption remains a major challenge for deployment in power-constrained edge devices [5]. As machine learning methods involve a substantial number of arithmetic operations, especially multiplications, researchers have explored hardware acceleration and approximation techniques to address this challenge [6]. The adoption of approximate multipliers, especially in convolutional neural networks, has shown promise in reducing power and area consumption [7][8].

Previously, in [9], we investigated two approximate approaches on the full adders at transistor level, replacing the accurate full adders by the AMA4 and AXA2 approximate full adders. This previous evaluation has addressed the 16 nm High-Performance (HP) predictive model, that allows better results on delay and a higher voltage reduction when operating at Near-threshold (NT). However, there are two weaknesses in this evaluation: 1) power efficiency is better obtained by adopting low power technology models; and 2) there are other approximate adder strategies that can explore a better trade-off among power, accuracy and delay, as the Copy Strategy [10].

The objective of this work is to explore the design aspects of multipliers by using near-threshold operation and approximate adders to increase energy efficiency. This work extends the previous analyzes presented in [9], by evaluating the multipliers using the 16 nm Low-Power (LP) predictive model and introducing the adoption of the Approximate Copy Strategy on the full adders. The combination of these two new approaches showed relevant results for power-efficient design. We discuss the advantages and drawbacks of using the low power model for energy-efficient designs and the recommended cases for the different investigated scenarios. The main contributions of this paper are:

• Evaluating the influence of the device model adopted for the transistors;
• Analyzing the delay and power characteristics of different multiplier architectures in nanometric technologies;
• Exploring approaches singly or jointly, for reducing power consumption;
• Providing a set of information for multipliers design considering power, delay, and accuracy demands of applications.

Therefore, the adoption of the Copy Strategy expands the design-space exploration, providing a larger set of data on
area, power, delay, and accuracy results, supporting designers to choose the best approximate multiplier to meet the design requirements.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the related work on approximate multipliers design. Section III details the methodology adopted to evaluate the multiplier circuits. The results are discussed in Section IV. Section V presents an overall evaluation. Finally, Section VI presents the conclusions of this work.

II. RELATED WORK

Generally, a multiplier consists of three basic blocks: partial product generation stage; partial product reduction; and final addition. Approximations can be introduced in any of these blocks [11]. The primary contributor to power consumption, delay, and area is the partial product reduction stage [12]. As a result, the majority of proposed multipliers concentrate on introducing approximations in the second stage. For example, in [13], approximate compressors are implemented by using AND-OR gates and then utilized to build approximate multipliers. The results demonstrate different precision and error-electrical performance trade-off.

In [14], a novel approximate multiplier is introduced, employing a simple yet fast approximate adder. The proposed design exhibits a 60% reduction in delay and a 42% reduction in power compared to an exact multiplier.

The logic approximation applied to the structural level aims to simplify the complexity of a module, thus leading to area saving and power reductions [10]. In [15], approximate partial products are computed using inaccurate 2x2 multiplier blocks, while accurate adders are used in an adder tree to accumulate the approximate partial products. The inaccurate multipliers achieved an average power saving ranging from 31.78% to 45.4% over corresponding accurate multiplier designs.

In [16], the design of approximate 4:2 compressors is proposed by modifying the truth table to construct two approximate multipliers. The results indicate that the proposed designs achieve significant reductions in power, delay, and transistor count compared to an exact design. The authors of [17] propose a high-performance and energy-efficient approximate multiplier using an approximate XNOR-based adder. Accurate full adders are used in the higher bits, while the proposed approximate adders are inserted in the lower bits. Simulation results for a 16x16 multiplier show that the proposed design can save more than 20% in area, delay, and power compared to an accurate multiplier.

In [8], a comparison with the conventional Wallace Tree demonstrates that the proposed approximate multiplier with the compression method reduces power and area by 73.7% and 60.3%, respectively. Two variants of 16-bit multipliers utilize approximate full-adders, half-adders, and 4:2 compressors in [18]. Synthesis results reveal that the two proposed multipliers achieve power savings of 72% and 38%. In [19], the proposed approximate 4x4 multiplier using an OR-based compressor achieves up to 50.7% energy savings and up to 53.1% area reduction.

The literature predominantly comprises proposed approximate multipliers designed at higher levels of abstraction, such as the gate level, register-transfer level, and application level. To the best of our knowledge, only few works focus on approximate circuits at the transistor level. The logic complexity reduction targets the simplification of a component by modifying the truth table, leading to power reduction and area savings. Therefore, we observe a research gap in the literature for evaluation of nanometric effects on power and delay characteristics for multipliers at transistor level.

III. METHODOLOGY

The multiplication of two binary operands $A$ and $B$ of $n$ bits results in $Z$ output of $2n$ bits. The speed of multiplication operation can be increased by decreasing the number of partial products [20]. In this regard, choosing a specific multiplier topology can bring gain or loss of performance to digital and embedded systems.

This work has considered four multiplier architectures: Array [21], Booth [22], Baugh-Wooley [23], and Vedic [24], which are presented in Fig. 1. These multipliers were chosen based on our target bit-width and due to the relevance in the literature. The Array and Vedic multipliers are employed to perform unsigned multiplications, whereas Booth and Baugh-Wooley are used to perform 2’s complement numbers multiplication.

The Array multiplier employs addition and shifting procedures to compute multiplication. Partial products are generated through AND gates, and their addition is carried out using half adders and full adders. The circuit of a 4-bit Array multiplier is shown in Fig. 1(a). The multiplication operation between the multiplicand and one multiplier bit produces partial product outputs in each stage. These consecutive stages are shifted and added to yield the final result [25].

The Booth multiplier is an algorithm to perform 2’s complement numbers multiplication proposed in [26]. This multiplication method is based on re-coding (radix-2) the value of the multiplier $X$, to a value $Y$, allowing the original value to be multiplied by a value $Z$ [27]. The circuit architecture for a 4-bit Booth multiplier is illustrated in Fig. 1(b). This topology consists of two types of cells: CAS (Controlled Add/Subtract) and CNTL (Control). The CAS cell of a given row perform an addition, subtraction or shift operation of the accumulated product based on the signals generated from the CNTL cell of the corresponding row [22].

The Baugh-Wooley multiplier represents signed number operands in 2’s complement form. It arranges partial products in a way that the negative sign is moved to the last step, maximizing structure regularity. When multiplying 2’s complement numbers directly, each partial product to be added is a signed number. The block diagram of 4-bit Baugh-Wooley circuit is shown in Fig. 1(c). Each of the multiplier cell receives four inputs: the multiplier input (horizontal blue line), multiplicand input (vertical red line), carry from previous cells (vertical black line), and sum from previous cells (diagonal black line). They produce two outputs: sum (diagonal black line) and carry (vertical black line) [23].

The Vedic multiplier follows the principle of Vedic Mathematics, which is based on sixteen Sutras. The Urdhva Tiryakhyam (Vertically and Crosswise) Sutra is applied for multiplications [24]. The circuit for a 4-bit Vedic multiplier is presented in Fig. 1(d). The multiplication is performed in three steps: 1) the vertical bits are multiplied using AND
gates to generate the Least Significant Bit (LSB) of the product; 2) two binary bits are multiplied crosswise, and the product is added to the previously generated carry using half adders. The sum from the half adder becomes the next bit of the result to the right of the LSB; 3) the carry output is added to the AND output of the most significant bit [24].

The circuits were designed using 16 nm HP and 16 nm LP technology nodes provided by Predictive Technology Model (PTM), which is based on Bulk CMOS [28]. Table I presents a comparison of the parameters between the High Performance and the Low Power models. The main difference lies in the lower nominal and threshold voltages for the HP model, hence the performance would be better by switching faster than the LP model. On the other hand, the HP technology presents a higher dynamic power consumption than the LP technology.

Table I: PTM parameters comparison between HP and LP models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>HP</th>
<th>LP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Voltage (Vdd)</td>
<td>0.7 V</td>
<td>0.9 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold Voltage (Vth0)</td>
<td>0.4 V</td>
<td>0.68 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The multipliers were described at the electric level using Spice language and simulated using Ngspice circuit simulator [29]. The Ngspice was chosen to allow the development of a free and open environment of evaluation [30]. For all simulations at the nominal supply voltage, the clock period was defined to 4 ns. We have verified the logical behavior of the multipliers operating at near-threshold voltage, observing the voltage levels and adjusting the input switching frequency for the technology used. Thus, the switching activity period at the near-threshold experiments was defined to 8 ns. To create a more realistic scenario, two inverters were employed as loads for each input, and a 1 fF capacitor was connected to each output.

The bit-width of these multipliers was defined to 4-bits due to the high time required for electrical simulations. While this low-precision arithmetic might seem limited in precision, it holds practical significance for various applications. In particular, 4-bit multipliers have been demonstrated to be acceptable for use in filters, DSP applications, and also for machine learning applications [31]. In [32], decision tree architectures adopting quantization of the inputs to limited widths are explored. Fewer bits than floating-point precision are applied for calculation and storage. The authors observed...
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Fig. 2: Design flow of the experiments

an improved accuracy of up to 8.7% and power reductions of up to 88% when decreasing the width of the model. In [33], it was proposed an efficient matrix multiplication algorithm for quantized neural networks. The 4-bits quantized model applied for OCR recognition demonstrates 95% of accuracy and works 1.93x faster than traditional convolutional neural networks. Also, this work does not explore multipliers methods based on reducing the partial products using tree structures, such as Wallace and Dadda trees, because these methods are not relevant for low-precision multipliers.

This study primarily focuses on assessing the power reduction achieved through the utilization of approximate adders and Near-threshold voltage. As part of the evaluation, the design characteristics of delay, power consumption, and Power-Delay Product (PDP) are analyzed for four multiplier circuits. The delay is determined by exhaustively considering all the timing arcs. For unsigned multipliers (Array and Vedic), 4840 timing arcs were identified, while 2’s complement multipliers (Booth and Baugh-Wooley) had 5088 timing arcs. The power consumption takes into account the total power dissipation of the circuit, considering both dynamic power and leakage power. PDP is calculated by multiplying the critical propagation time with the power consumption of the corresponding timing arc.

There are several error metrics used in AxC to quantify errors and measure accuracy. In [34], the Error Distance (ED) metric was proposed to evaluate approximate circuits. ED is defined as the arithmetic distance between an erroneous output and the expected correct output for a given input. To verify the quality of the outcomes, it was calculated all possible multiplications between 4 bits and the ED and the Mean Relative Error Distance (MRED) metrics are observed, where MRED is the average value of all Relative Error Distances (fraction of ED and the accurate output). All the process to obtain these measures is automated by a C++ routine.

For a better understanding of the methodology applied to implement the multipliers, Fig. 2 illustrates the design flow of the experiments, which basically consists of three steps:

• Step 1: the exact multipliers are described and simulated at the electrical level to verify their correct behavior using both the 16 nm High Performance (HP) and 16 nm Low Power (LP) predictive models [28].

• Step 2: simulations are performed at nominal voltage (0.7 V for HP and 0.9 V for LP) and at near-threshold operation (0.4 V for HP and 0.68 V for LP). In order to evaluate and compare the efficiency of the multipliers, the design characteristics of power and delay are measured. In addition, to help identify the best predictive technology option, the PDP is also investigated for simulations at nominal voltage.

• Step 3: the exact full adders of the multipliers are replaced by approximate full adders (AMA4, AXA2, and Copy Strategy) considering two levels of approximation: 30% of approximation and 100% of approximation. The multipliers using 100% of AxC are simulated only at nominal voltage since the error performance of full approximation is very impacted. The multipliers using 30% of AxC are simulated at nominal voltage and at NT operation. The delay and power characteristics are measured for each approximate multiplier design. The quality of the outcomes is evaluated for each approximate multiplier considering both 30% and 100% of approximations. Error Distance and Mean Relative Error Distance are adopted as the error metrics.
The exact full adders, which are based on the conventional mirror adder [10], of the multipliers were replaced by approximate adders, partially or completely. We define a gradual approximation to limit the probable error on the LSBs for the multiplier output. Thus, for all evaluated multipliers, we noticed that close to 30% of the adders are related to the 3 LSBs of the outputs. Fig. 1 shows the approximate regions (red square area), corresponding to 30% of the exact adders replaced by approximate adders in the LSB.

There are some approximate adders proposed in the literature. In [10], it was proposed the Approximate Mirror Adder (AMA) cells with reduced complexity at the transistor level. In order to obtain an approximate version of the mirror adder, transistors are removed from the exact schematic and five approximations are proposed. In summary, the AMA4 and the AMA5 (also known as Copy Strategy) present better relation between ED, area, and power among the proposed approximations. The AMA4 and the Copy Strategy schematics are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively.

Approximate adders based on XOR/XNOR gates with multiplexers implemented by pass transistors are proposed in [35] for low-power imprecise applications. A reduction in logic complexity is accomplished at transistor level by removing some of the transistors required in the accurate adder design. Then, three approximate XOR/XNOR adders are proposed (AXA1, AXA2, and AXA3). Although AXA1 has the best performance and AXA3 the lowest error distance, the AXA2 uses the smallest area and has the lowest dynamic power among the proposed approximations. The AXA2 schematic is shown in Fig. 5.

The differences in the truth tables of the approximate adders investigated in this paper is shown in Table II along with the Error Distance of their topologies. In AMA4, three errors are observed in Sum and two errors in Cout. By analyzing the AXA2 outputs, the Sum has four errors, while Cout is correct for all cases. Notably, the Copy topology produces the largest number of errors, with four errors in Sum and two in Cout. Although the errors inserted in the outputs, these approximate circuits leads to lower power consumption and area reductions when compared to the exact FA design. Thus, in this experiment, we evaluate how the adoption of these approximate full adders impact the total power and delay on the multiplier architectures.

### A. Evaluation Scenarios

In total, eleven scenarios combining approximation and voltage of operation are derived and investigated.

1. Nominal: the nominal voltage (0.7 V for HP and 0.9 V for LP) was used.
2. Near-Threshold: the multipliers were simulated using a near-threshold supply voltage of (0.4 V for HP and 0.68 V for LP).
3. 100% AXA2: all adders were replaced by AXA2, and nominal voltage was used.
4. 30% AXA2: 30% of the exact adders were replaced by AXA2, and the nominal voltage was used.

### Table II: Truth table and ED for each approximate adder topology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Exact FA</th>
<th>AMA4</th>
<th>AXA2</th>
<th>COPY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>Cout</td>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>Cout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 0</td>
<td>0 0 1 0</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 1</td>
<td>1 0 1 0</td>
<td>1 0</td>
<td>0 0 1 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1 1</td>
<td>0 1 1 0</td>
<td>1 0</td>
<td>0 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 0</td>
<td>1 0 0 1</td>
<td>0 1</td>
<td>0 0 1 1</td>
<td>0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 1</td>
<td>0 1 0 1</td>
<td>0 1</td>
<td>0 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1 0</td>
<td>0 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. **30% AXA2 at near-threshold**: 30% of the AXA2 was used, and the multipliers were simulated at near-threshold operation.

6. **100% AMA4**: all adders were replaced by AMA4, and the nominal voltage was used.

7. **30% AMA4**: 30% of the exact adders were replaced by AMA4, and the nominal voltage was used.

8. **30% AMA4 at near-threshold**: 30% of the AMA4 was used, and the multipliers were simulated at near-threshold operation.

9. **100% Copy**: all adders were replaced by Copy Strategy, and the nominal voltage was used.

10. **30% Copy**: 30% of the exact adders were replaced by Copy Adders, and nominal voltage was used.

11. **30% Copy at near-threshold**: 30% of the Copy Strategy was used, and the multipliers were simulated at near-threshold operation.

### IV. RESULTS

This section discusses the results according to the simulated test cases. Firstly, it is presented the delay, power, and PDP results for the nominal scenario and near-threshold operation considering the accurate multipliers. The nominal scenario is defined as baseline to show the pros and cons of each other approach. Then, the delay and power results of the remaining test cases are normalized by the values obtained in the nominal approach. A positive result indicates that the approximate multiplier outperformed the exact circuit, while a negative value means performance loss or higher power consumption compared to the exact implementation.

#### A. Nominal

Table III reports the delay, power, and PDP results of the exact multipliers at nominal voltage (0.9 V) using LP model for the 16 nm technology, and the results using the HP model at nominal voltage (0.7 V). This allows a comparison between the circuits for each model of the technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multipliers</th>
<th>Delay (ns)</th>
<th>Power (µW)</th>
<th>PDP (fJ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>HP</td>
<td>LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Wooley</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vedic CLA</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vedic RCA</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As expected, the HP model indicates better values for delay than the LP model. For instance, the Vedic RCA is 3.8x slower using Low-power devices. On the other hand, power consumption is remarkably improved with LP devices when compared to the HP, with gains of up to 99.3% for Array multiplier. By analyzing PDP results, even with the delay reduction, the use of LP technology provides a better relation about the energy performance, with 97.1% of improvements for Vedic RCA.

#### B. Near-threshold Operation

Table IV presents the delay, power, and PDP values of the accurate multipliers at near-threshold operation using LP model (0.68 V) and the HP model (0.4 V). As can be seen, the multipliers using HP model present better values for delay, with the Array being 1.7x faster then its same version using the LP model. The use of near-threshold operation together with the LP model allows a substantial reduction in power. For example, the Vedic RCA has improvements of up to 99.7%. The power-delay product results show better values for all evaluated multipliers using the LP model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multipliers</th>
<th>Delay (ns)</th>
<th>Power (µW)</th>
<th>PDP (fJ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>HP</td>
<td>LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array</td>
<td>7.81</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth</td>
<td>7.77</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Wooley</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vedic CLA</td>
<td>7.79</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vedic RCA</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The power results at Near-threshold compared to the nominal approach using the LP model are shown in Fig. 6. The multipliers have presented 94.1% of power reductions on average when operating at the NT voltage, with the best value found in Baugh-Wooley, being up to 95% more efficient. On the other hand, the Fig. 7 shows the delay values of the multipliers at Near-threshold operation in relation to the nominal approach. The supply voltage reduction (0.68 V) had a considerable impact on delay, bringing increases over 3x. The worst-case was found in the Vedic RCA, being approximately 5x slower when compared to the nominal scenario.

Fig. 6: Power gain at near-threshold compared to the nominal scenario using the LP model

Fig. 8 shows the power results of the multipliers operating at Near-threshold compared to the nominal implementation using the HP model. At the voltage of 0.4 V, an average reduction of 90% can be reached. The Vedic CLA had the biggest gain on power-efficiency, achieving reductions of up to 94%. Unfortunately, this gain in power comes with a relevant increased delay that tarnishes the result achieved to meet the demand for performance applications. As shown in Fig. 9, the multipliers at NT operation are more than 8x slower compared to the nominal scenario. In particular, the
Vedic CLA had the worst delay degradation, being almost 12x slower compared to its version at nominal voltage.

C. AMA4 Scenarios

Fig. 10 shows the power results of the multipliers in AMA4 scenarios compared to the nominal approach using the LP model. Observing the 30% AMA4, the Array multiplier had the best power saving, with gains of up to 31.4%. The 100% AMA4 shows up to 72.8% and 71.1% of power reduction for Baugh-Wooley and Array, respectively. The 30% AMA4 at NT presented, on average, 95% of power savings when compared to the nominal implementation.

The delay of the multipliers in AMA4 in relation to the nominal scenario is shown in Fig. 11. The performance has been improved for all the evaluated multipliers in 30% AMA4 and 100% AMA4 test cases. The 30% AMA4 shows up to approximately 15% of improvements on delay for Array and Booth. With 100% AMA4 approach, the delay of Booth multiplier is improved by 73.6%. In 30% AMA4 at NT operation, the delay of the multipliers was impacted due to the reduction of supply voltage, with increases of more than 4x for Array and Vedic RCA.

The Fig. 12 illustrates the power results of the multipliers in AMA4 approach using the HP model in relation to the nominal scenario. By designing the multipliers with 30% AMA4, it is possible to achieve a power reduction of 12% on average. In 100% AMA4 approach, the Booth multiplier has up to 67% of power saving. In 30% AMA4 at Near-threshold voltage, the multipliers have reached 92% of power reductions on average.

Fig. 13 shows the delay in AMA4 implementation compared to the nominal scenario using the HP model. The adoption of 30% AMA4 approach shows up to approximately 4% of improvements on performance. The 100% AMA4 scenario, in which all adders are replaced by the AMA4, provides up to 64.5% of improvements for Array multiplier. Nevertheless, the delay of the multipliers in 30% AMA4 at NT operation had a drastic impact. For instance, the Vedic CLA is almost 12x slower when compared to its exact design at nominal voltage.

When analyzing the results achieved by the multipliers using the LP model presented in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, we can observe greater power savings and enhanced delay than by using the HP model for all evaluated circuits. Also, the delay degradation in 30% AMA4 at NT operation is less affected using the LP model compared to the HP model.
Fig. 12: Power gain of AMA4 approaches compared to the nominal scenario using the HP model

Fig. 13: Delay gain of AMA4 approaches compared to the nominal scenario using the HP model

D. AXA2 Scenarios

The power results of the multipliers in AXA2 test cases in relation to the nominal scenario using the LP model are shown in Fig. 14. Observing the 30% AXA2, none of the analyzed multipliers showed power savings. The 100% AXA2 test case reports that only the 2’s complement multipliers obtained power reduction, with improvements of up to 68.2% and 57% for Booth and Baugh-Wooley, respectively. The 30% AXA2 at NT operation achieves power savings for each of the evaluated circuits, with an average reduction of 92%.

Fig. 15 presents the delay for AXA2 approaches compared to the nominal scenario using the LP model. In addition to the higher power consumption (in 30% and 100% approaches) than the nominal version, the delay of the multipliers using AXA2 was significant increased in the test cases. In particular, the 30% AXA2 at near-threshold presented the worst case, being almost 5x slower than the nominal scenario for the Vedic RCA.

Fig. 16 shows the power values in AXA2 approaches compared to the nominal implementation with the HP device model. It is noteworthy that in 30% AXA2 and 100% AXA2, the power consumption of the multipliers is higher (except for Booth and Baugh-Wooley in 100% approach) than the nominal scenario. A similar behavior was reported previously in Fig. 14 using the LP model. Usually, the XNOR-based adders require an additional power supply to increase the output conduction capacity and regulate the swing signals. The 30% AXA2 at NT voltage is the only approach that achieved improvements, reducing the power consumption by 91% on average.

Fig. 14: Power gain of AXA2 approaches compared to the nominal scenario using the LP model

Fig. 15: Delay gain of AXA2 approaches compared to the nominal scenario using the LP model

The delay of the multipliers in AXA2 test cases in relation to the nominal approach is shown in Fig. 17. All multipliers have presented loss of performance by adopting AXA2 approaches. With 30% and 100% of AXA2, the Array multiplier is almost 6x slower. In particular, the Vedic RCA in 30% AXA2 at NT operation had the worst delay degradation, being approximately 14x slower with respect to the exact implementation at nominal voltage.

Fig. 16: Power gain of AXA2 approaches compared to the nominal scenario using the HP model

As can be seen, the major drawback of using AXA2 is the performance degradation. Furthermore, the adoption of the AXA2 also compromises the power reduction of the multipliers in 30% and 100% scenarios. This behavior is mainly due to the pass-transistor logic used to design the approximate XOR/XNOR adders. As the multipliers have been described using CMOS logic, the combination of both transistor types is not suitable for designing the multipliers.
E. COPY Strategy Scenarios

The power results in Approximate Copy Adder test cases in relation to the nominal scenario using the LP model are shown in Fig. 18. All circuits obtained power reductions for each of the investigated scenarios. The 30% COPY implementation shows up to 34.4% and 22.5% of power reduction for Array and Baugh-Wooley, respectively. By designing the multipliers with 100% COPY approach, power savings greater than 60% are achieved, except for the Vedic CLA circuit (only 0.23% of gains). In 30% COPY at NT operation (0.68 V), the power consumption reduced by 95.4% on average when compared to the nominal approach.

The delay of the multipliers in Approximate Copy Adder approaches compared to the nominal implementation using the HP device model is shown in Fig. 21. In 30% COPY, the multipliers show up to approximately 4% of improvements in delay. The adoption of 100% COPY approach provided gains on performance of up to 88% for Array and up to 86% for Baugh-Wooley. However, in 30% COPY at NT, all multipliers are slower when compared to the nominal scenario. For example, a performance degradation of up to 6x is observed for Vedic RCA.

Nevertheless, the delay at NT operation is less affected by designing the multipliers with COPY Strategy approaches than the accurate design at NT. For instance, the worse-case delay presented in Fig. 9 is the Vedic CLA (~12x slower), whereas the worse-case delay using COPY Strategy is the
Table V: Transistor count of the exact multipliers and the approximate designs in 30% scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multipliers</th>
<th>Exact</th>
<th>30%</th>
<th>30%</th>
<th>30%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AMA4</td>
<td>AXA2</td>
<td>COPY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>743</td>
<td>698</td>
<td>688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Wooley</td>
<td>644</td>
<td>566</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vedic CLA</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>645</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vedic RCA</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>406</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VI: Transistor count of the exact multipliers and the approximate designs in 100% scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multipliers</th>
<th>Exact</th>
<th>100%</th>
<th>100%</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AMA4</td>
<td>AXA2</td>
<td>COPY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Wooley</td>
<td>644</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vedic CLA</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vedic RCA</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. ACCURACY EVALUATION

Despite the delay, area, and power improvements, the adoption of approximation can result in scenarios with reduced accuracy. Even considering error-tolerant applications, the error characteristics must be evaluated. As such, we measured the total Error Distance, the Mean Relative Error Distance, and the accumulated error by output bit. These metrics are calculated from exhaustive simulations for all possible combinations (256 for 4-bit multipliers). It is important to note that the accuracy is not affected by the technology model or by the voltage operation of near-threshold, as the operating frequency has been adjusted.

The total ED and the MRED of the multipliers adopting 100% AMA4, 100% AXA2, and 100% COPY are shown in Table VII where smaller values indicate better results. The Array multiplier in 100% AMA4 presented the lowest absolute difference between the exact and approximate outputs. As can be seen, the multipliers in COPY approach obtained smaller ED and MRED results when compared to AMA4 and AXA2 scenarios, except for Array and Baugh-Wooley multipliers. Particularly, this impact on error magnitude for the Baugh-Wooley is related to its structure that carry-propagates an incorrect output to the most significant output bits when replacing all accurate adders by approximate adders.

Table VIII summarizes the Total ED and the MRED of the multipliers with approximate adders in 30% AMA4, 30% AXA2, and 30% COPY scenarios. As can be observed, the 30% COPY approach presents the lowest impact on total ED for Array, Booth, and Baugh-Wooley multipliers. By analyzing the MRED metric, the results support the choice of using 30% COPY, especially for the 2’s complement multipliers when compared to AMA4 and AXA2. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the accuracy in 30% AxC approaches is significantly improved with respect to the 100% scenarios.

VI. OVERALL EVALUATION

The power and delay metrics for the evaluated multipliers was reported in the discussion of the results using the Low-Power and High-Performance models. In summary, the HP model have presented better values for delay than the LP model. The power consumption was remarkably improved with LP device model when compared to the HP, with gains of up to 99.3% for Array multiplier at nominal voltage. The PDP results indicate that even with the delay reduction, the adoption of the LP model provides a better trade-off about the energy performance.

The relation between power, delay, and accuracy for each of the test cases created is illustrated in Fig. 22. The exact multipliers at nominal voltage allow to meet the accuracy-constrained applications. The Array and the Vedic RCA, which are unsigned multipliers, have the best delay and power values compared to the signed multipliers (Booth and Baugh-Wooley). The exact multipliers at near-threshold operation can save up to 90% in power, however, the delay had a severe increase.

The adoption of 100% Copy Strategy and 100% AMA4 approaches at nominal supply voltage provided the best improvements in delay, with gains on performance of up to
88% for Array in 100% COPY. Nevertheless, the accuracy is compromised when replacing all exact adders by AxC adders. The approximate multipliers operating at near-threshold achieved the best power savings, with reductions of up to 96%. The AXA2 scenarios have shown delay degradation for all multipliers, as well as higher impact on quality compared with AMA4 and COPY approaches.

For all evaluated approximate approaches, the 30% COPY Strategy proved to be the most accurate, with total ED and MRED results improved for Array, Booth, and Baugh-Wooley when compared to AMA4 and AXA2 designs. Moreover, it was reported enhancements in terms of transistor count, power, and delay for each multiplier circuit. The continuity in the search for solutions in the three optimization axes can bring us closer and closer to the utopian point of joint optimization of all objectives.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents alternative approaches for energy-efficient multipliers by exploring near-threshold operation and approximate adders. The results show that the adoption of a low-power model, together with the near-threshold operation, allows a substantial reduction in power consumption. Nevertheless, this gain comes with a relevant increased delay that has a negative affect on the results to meet the demand for performance applications.

We observe that the replacement of the exact full adders by 30% Approximate Copy Adder in the least significant bits of the multipliers provided a reduction of up to 22.3% in transistor count, 34.4% in power consumption and up to 19.2% in delay. Therefore, among the investigated AxC adders, the Copy Strategy is the best alternative considering the trade-off between area, power, performance, and accuracy.

The amount of data provided in this work provides a powerful background for designers to explore the most suitable techniques in multipliers design considering different constraints. Next steps include to investigate how the Copy Strategy scales for n-bit multipliers, also considering other power-efficient techniques. Furthermore, the error due to approximation can be evaluated in different applications, as image processing or neural networks to expands the comprehensive evaluation about the quality impact of exploring approximate techniques on multipliers.
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